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Abstract
This paper will present a theoretical analysis of research on metalinguistic understanding, illustrating how current research does not yet adequately address metalinguistic development in writing. Existing research on metalinguistic understanding has focused more on language acquisition, oral development, and bilingual learners. Research on metalinguistic understanding in writing has tended to look more closely at young learners developing writing skills in spelling, transcription and orthography. Thus theoretical accounts of metalinguistic understanding are currently insufficient to explain developing metalinguistic mastery of composing text and the relationships between declarative and procedural metalinguistic knowledge in writing. If we are to understand better the nature of metalinguistic understanding in relation to writing in learners in the later phases of compulsory education, it is important to develop theoretical clarity about the key concepts involved in order to frame empirical studies which are both conceptually and methodologically rigorous and educationally relevant.
Introduction

Historically, theoretical understanding of metalinguistic understanding has scarcely addressed the issue in the context of writing, other than in relation to early years writing development where there is a substantial body of work. Consequently, there is very limited understanding of how older writers in the secondary or high-school phase of schooling develop metalinguistic understanding about writing. Yet writing, by its very nature, is always an act of decision-making (Kellogg, 1994): decisions about the communicative content, about the medium, about the audience, about text structure, about word choice and so on. Arguably, writing is always an act of selecting, shaping, reflecting and revising (Myhill, 2011) and thus draws on metalinguistic activity. Indeed, researchers such as Tolchinsky (2000) and Fortune (2005) have argued that metalinguistic activity is an inevitable element of text production – in other words, it is impossible to write without engaging in metalinguistic activity at some level.

However, it also needs to be recognised that to an extent, ‘metalinguistic’ is a problem word, largely because of its grammatical role as an adjective. This stands in contrast to the abstract noun designation of its sister word, ‘metacognition’. It is an irony that a word which is used to describe grammatical knowledge should itself be ambiguous as a consequence of its grammatical designation. Its adjectival function means it must always premodify another noun, leading to less conceptual clarity around metalinguistic ideas than is the case with the concept of metacognition (Camps & Milian, 1999:4; Myhill, 2011:249; Fontich & Camps 2014). So the research literature variously refers to metalinguistic awareness; metalinguistic knowledge; metalinguistic understanding; metalinguistic activity; metalinguistic behaviour and so on. Each noun subtly alters what the conceptual focus might be and raises fundamental theoretical questions about what the distinction might be between, for example, metalinguistic awareness and metalinguistic understanding. As a consequence, researchers frequently use the various nouns which can follow ‘metalinguistic’ as synonyms of each other, or imply conceptual differences between them which are unexplained.

At the same time, the concept is considered rather differently through different disciplinary lenses. Psychology focuses on the cognitive processes that metalinguistic understanding fosters, the monitoring, regulatory function of selecting and shaping language. It is the individual’s thinking processes which are important rather than the spoken or written output. Conversely, in linguistics, it is the text or utterance which has primacy, the language or text is an artifact. The focus is on the metalanguage of linguistic description, the terminology used to describe language. Drawing particularly on Hallidayan notions of language and grammar as ‘abstract semiosis’ (Halliday & Mathiessen, 2004:15), a socio-cultural lens offers a focus on how human interaction shapes metalinguistic understanding, learning how to mean. This stance builds on Vygotsky’s view of writing as social and cultural interaction which requires ‘deliberate semantics – deliberate structuring of the web of meaning’ (1986:182). (For a further discussion of this, see Camps & Milian 1999:5 and Fontich & Camps 2014)

This grammatical and disciplinary ambiguity has led to some conceptual fuzziness in the research, with different researchers using the word ‘metalinguistic’ to mean different things, and with surprisingly few offering clear definitions even when metalinguistic concepts are at the heart of the research. Amongst those who do, the various definitions are not wholly consensual. For example, Roth, Spence, Cooper, and la Paz’s definition that metalinguistic skill represents ‘the ability to objectify language and dissect it as an arbitrary linguistic code independent of meaning’ (1996:258) would be at odds with Halliday’s conceptualisation of an integrated relationship between language and meaning. Jakobson (1963) argued that the metalinguistic function was the use of language to comment on and reflect upon itself, on language as an object. This has affinity with Camps and Milian’s definition, ‘the ability to take language as the object of observation and the referent of discourse’ (1999:6). Cazden (1976) conceptualises metalinguistic understanding in terms of a switch from using language to communicate to a focus on the language itself: those moments when users
‘shift their attention from the transmitted contents to the properties of language used to transmit them’ (1976:3). Our own definition, drawing both on theoretical perspectives in the literature and on data analysis from our own projects attempts to adopt an interdisciplinary theoretical frame by considering metalinguistic understanding as ‘the explicit bringing into consciousness of an attention to language as an artifact, and the conscious monitoring and manipulation of language to create desired meanings grounded in socially shared understandings’ (Myhill, 2012:250).

**Metalinguistic Development**

Gombert’s (1992) analysis of metalinguistic development remains seminal within the field, although it focuses principally on oral development in the early years. He conceptualised metalinguistic development as having five subdomains:

- **Metaphonological**: developing understanding of the sounds that build words
- **Metalexical/metasesemantic**: developing understanding of word structures and word meanings;
- **Metasyntactic**: developing the ability to reason consciously about syntax and intentionally control it;
- **Metapragmatic**: developing understanding of how to use language appropriately in social contexts;
- **Metatextual**: developing understanding of text structure including cohesion and coherence.

Gombert argued that metaphonological, metalexical/semantic and metasyntactic understanding developed before metapragmatic and metatextual understanding. He also distinguished between two levels of cognitive control over language use, the epilinguistic and the metalinguistic (Gombert, 1992; 2003) and provided very clear definitions of each:

- **Metalinguistic**: ‘subfield of metacognition concerned with language and its use – in other words comprising : 1) activities of reflection on language and its use; 2) subjects’ ability intentionally to monitor and plan their own methods of linguistic processing (in both comprehension and production)’

- **Epilinguistic**: ‘behaviour manifested from an early age which is related to metalinguistic behaviour but is not...consciously monitored by the subject. Such activities in the subjects behaviour are, in fact, explicit manifestations of a functional awareness of the rules of the organization or use of language’. (Gombert, 1992:13)

The epilinguistic level describes those automatic linguistic processes which occur without conscious control; whereas the metalinguistic level refers to ‘the control consciously chosen, decided on and applied by the individual’ (Gombert, 2003: 3). In essence, Gombert is suggesting that linguistic competence precedes conscious linguistic control (ie metalinguistic understanding). This notion of unconscious or automatic processing contrasted with conscious knowledge figures also in the work of Culioli (1990) who proposed three stages of awareness, and Karmiloff-Smith, Grant, Sims, and Cuckle (1996) who propose four phases. The use of the term ‘phases’ rather than ‘stages’ is important here: these are not developmental stages but phases that anyone, of any age, may undergo when confronted with a new problem in any knowledge domain. In the context of language acquisition, these conceptualisations seem plausible as we know that children learn to speak and communicate effectively before they can consciously understand and manipulate their spoken language. But it is less apparent how well this transfers to the development of metalinguistic understanding in writing. For example, very young children learning to read are usually consciously aware of words, of spelling, and of sentence punctuation because teaching draws attention to these aspects.

As noted earlier, existing research into metalinguistic development or understanding has tended to investigate within the context of younger learners, second language learners, or oral development. There
are few studies that have examined metalinguistic understanding in relation to writing. Where these exist, studies in this area have been limited to the role of metalinguistic understanding in developing spelling competence, particularly in terms of metaphorological and metaorthographic knowledge. These studies, however, focus upon early writing development, or dyslexic writers. Table 1 below offers a snapshot overview of the research into metalinguistic understanding, and reveals clearly the paucity of research into writing beyond transcriptional and orthographic aspects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research focus</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oral development</td>
<td>Downing &amp; Oliver, 1974; Gombert, 1992;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading comprehension</td>
<td>Hiebert, Cioffi &amp; Antonak, 1984; MacGillivray, 1994; D’warte, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Language Learning</td>
<td>Cisero &amp; Royer, 1995; Norbert, 1999; Bialystok, 2007; Hu, 2010; Bialystok &amp; Barac, 2012; Ellis, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Years’ Learning</td>
<td>Karmiloff-Smith et al., 1996; Martello, 2001; Lin et al. 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling Development</td>
<td>Nunes, Bryant &amp; Bindman, 2006; Bourassa, Treiman &amp; Kessler, 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handwriting Development</td>
<td>Caravolas, Kessler, Hume &amp; Snowling, 2005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: overview of research into metalinguistic understanding

Metalinguistic Understanding in Writing

Nonetheless, Gombert (1992) did recognise some of the specific demands of writing and that metalinguistic understanding in writing may be different from that related to talk. He notes that the absence of an immediate reader and immediate feedback makes writing more challenging, ‘the cognitive consequence of [this...] is the higher level of abstraction and elaboration required in the processing of written language’ (1992:151) and suggests that, as a consequence, ‘metalinguistic development thus appears to be of primary importance in the acquisition of writing’. He also argues that metalinguistic activity is, to an extent, an inevitable consequence of the demands of writing because ‘most of the components of the activity of writing are consciously monitored by the subject at some stage during the learning process, from first acquaintance with activity of writing to expertise in the production of written text’ (1992:17).

Our own research addressing metalinguistic understanding in secondary writers (Myhill, 2011) considered the verbalizable metalinguistic understanding articulated by writers about decision-making in their own texts. The data was drawn from a larger study (Myhill et al., 2012), involving a randomised controlled trial investigating the impact on written outcomes of explicit teaching of functionally-oriented grammar. A sample of focus children in each class engaged in ‘writing conversations’ with researchers, focused on a piece of their own writing and a piece by another student, outlining their writing intentions, decisions and evaluations. Using Gombert’s taxonomy as a starting-point, the study found some commonality with Gombert in that these writers demonstrated greater levels of confidence and competence discussing metalexical/metasemantic decisions than metatextual decisions. However, they were considerably less assured in discussing metasyntactic choices, largely because their declarative syntactical knowledge was limited. Gombert’s category of metapragmatic understanding - understanding of language in a social context – proved less useful as for these older writers almost all of the comments deemed to be metalinguistic related to the socially-determined audience and purpose of the writing. It may be that Gombert’s taxonomy has less validity in the context of writing by older children.

One key difference between writing and oral development is that writing is almost exclusively learned through direct instruction – whilst we learn to talk through meaningful social interactions with those around
us, in general we learn to write in formal school contexts with explicit teaching input. Growing
understanding of the metaphonological and metalexical/metasemantic aspects of words, and the
metatextual and metapragmatic aspects of language can emerge through language experience, though, of
course, explicit teaching is likely to enhance this. But Gombert singles out metasyntactical understanding as
one aspect of metalinguistic development which does not occur naturally, and he argues that ‘it is through
school work on the formal aspects of language, in particular the explicit learning of grammatical rules and in
the corresponding practical exercises...that the necessity for metasyntactic behaviour...might be seen to
emerge’ (1992:62). Whilst we would disagree on the need for learning rules or for undertaking exercises, it
is nonetheless true that it is harder to develop metasyntactical knowledge without teacher input, and it is
harder to discuss syntactical features without grammatical metalanguage. The lack of confidence discussing
syntactical choices in the students in our study is testimony to this. More generally, teaching input on
writing can support children in understanding metapragmatic issues about how texts are influenced by social
and cultural contexts, and metatextual issues considering, for example, text genres and the typical linguistic
structures which underpin different genres. Thus the teacher’s role in developing metalinguistic
understanding in writing is critical and there is a strong relationship between what is taught and what is
learned. In our study, one strong finding was that students in their writing conversations with us frequently
echoed directly the teaching input, using metalanguage, but without any evident depth of understanding.
For example, one student explained that his writing would be improved by the use of ‘short connectives ...
you can emphasise them a lot and you can put a lot more expression in’, whilst another explained that ‘you
don’t really worry about the amount of nouns because there might be a lot of people in it and you’re not
really sort of thinking about the nouns, but the describing words and the adjectives, well the adjectives and
verbs and stuff’. Here the metalanguage has been learned but without the accompanying metalinguistic
understanding that might support these writers in a more critical understanding of their own and others’
writing. It does seem, therefore, that one significant aspect of metalinguistic development in writing which
merits more serious attention is the inter-relationship between teaching and learning.

Metalanguage and Writing
One way in which teaching is instrumental in developing metalinguistic understanding is in introducing
students to the metalanguage which is useful to discuss writing. Here the research tends to conflate
metalanguage and grammatical metalanguage as one and the same thing, without acknowledging that there
is a broader set of metalinguistic categories for writing. In addition to grammatical metalanguage, older
writers in the secondary or high school are highly likely to be introduced to at least three other categories of
metalanguage for writing: literary, genre-specific, and process. Literary metalanguage, such as metaphor,
imagery, or allusion is frequently learned through the teaching of literature, and subsequently used in the
discussion of writing, perhaps especially creative writing. Wilson and Myhill (2012) found that in England,
where there is no history of teaching grammar and where the dominant route into English teaching is via an
English Literature degree, teachers hold ambivalent and, at times, contradictory personal epistemologies
towards literary and linguistic metalanguage in the context of teaching writing. On the one hand, they value
the role of literary metalanguage as essential to the teaching of a creative, expressive subject but construct
linguistic, grammatical metalanguage as restrictive and bound by rules and constraints. This links to their
substantially greater confidence with literary analysis and literary metalanguage, compared with their
grammatical knowledge. Genre-specific metalanguage is strongly linked to curriculum models for the
teaching of writing which place a heavy emphasis on the explicit teaching of genre, notably Australia, New
Zealand and England. This approach draws heavily on the work of the Sydney School of genre theorists
(Martin, 1985; Rose, 2009) and whilst some of the metalanguage (eg field; tenor; mode) is directly related to
Systemic Functional Linguistics, there is also metalanguage specifically linked to particular genres. So, for
example, the teaching of how to write a newspaper article might well include references to straplines,
headlines, columns or captions, whilst the teaching of narrative might include narrative hooks, setting, climax
or resolution. Finally, classrooms which subscribe to process approaches to the teaching of writing as advocated by Graves (1983), Murray (1982) and Calkins (1983) are likely to be taught metalanguage linked to the process of writing, such as drafting, proof-reading, editing, outlining and so on. It is important, therefore, to remember that metalinguistic development in writing is more comprehensive than simply grammatical knowledge and reflects socio-cultural understanding (genre theory) and cognitive understanding (the writing process) as well as linguistic understanding. It also re-emphasises the point made earlier that there is a close relationship between what metalinguistic learning writers develop and what they are taught (and, by implication, what curriculum model governs the teaching of writing).

Nonetheless, grammatical metalanguage does have a particular role to play in developing metalinguistic understanding of writing, yet in common with the general trend to focus on metalinguistic issues in other areas of language learning, there is very little research focused on first language speakers and writing in the older years. There is considerable attention to the role of metalinguistic awareness, what Gombert (1992) would have deemed epilinguistic, in initial language acquisition (Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987; Cioffi, 1984; Dahl & Freppon, 1995; Graves, 1983; MacGillivray, 1994). There is also a substantial focus on the role of grammatical metalanguage in second language or bilingual learning (Fortune, 2005; Gutierrez, 2008; Ellis, 2009; Hu, 2010). One study which does look at older writers is Robinson’s (2005): taking 12 year olds as his focus group, he set out to investigate what metalanguage students use in talking about writing. He argued that ‘the role of metalanguage is highly significant in the ongoing development of pupils’ language abilities’ (2005:39) and concluded that students ‘need to learn to use terminology for themselves, rather than listening to the teacher using it’ (2005:53).

**Grammatical knowledge and metalinguistic understanding**

Further consideration of the relationship between grammatical knowledge and metalinguistic understanding seems pertinent at this point. Explicit grammatical knowledge is often referred to as metalinguistic knowledge which can be brought into conscious awareness and be articulated (Hulstijn, 2005; Roehr, 2006). Such a definition, as noted by Gombert (1992), focuses on students’ awareness of their declarative knowledge of language. Other research has paid attention to students’ application of their knowledge in metalinguistic activity as a monitoring, regulatory function. The conception of the central role of metalinguistic understanding is underpinned by the social cultural view of grammar represented by Hallidayian Systemic Functional Linguistics and by Vygotsky’s (1986) sociocultural theory. As observed earlier, Halliday and Mathiessen (2004:15) define grammar as ‘abstract semiosis’, a resource to assist students in learning how to mean and the ‘driving force’ for their language development (ibid 2004:38). Working from the premise that grammar serves as a semiotic mediating tool, to develop knowledge about language means to become metalinguistically aware and to be able to think grammatically about language (Williams, 2004; 2005). Likewise, Vygotsky (1986) argues that what learners will develop as mediational means for future activities is influenced by what they have become aware of in language. Accordingly, the issue of how learners develop metalinguistic understanding as they learn to use grammar as a semiotic tool for writing is an important area for research into the development of knowledge about language.

With this in mind, Bialystok’s (1987; 1999) work on metalinguistic development in bilingual children is useful: she argues that metalinguistic understanding involves two related components of language processing, analysis and control, which are responsible for language learning and use (e.g. fluent reading, writing coherent texts). She refers to analysis as the ability to represent explicit and conscious knowledge and control as the ability to selectively attend to and apply knowledge (Bialystok, 1987). Bialystok argues that developments in linguistic abilities are a result of developments of analysis and control. This analysis and control framework provides a means with which learners’ development of metalinguistic understanding can be described. In the proposed study we will examine learners’ reflective capacity in talking about writing.
(analysis) and transferring that metalinguistic understanding into their own writing (control). The concepts of analysis and control have some resonance with Gombert’s division of his definition of metalinguistic understanding into, firstly, ‘activities of reflection on language and use’ (1992:13), similar to Bialystok’s analysis; and secondly, individuals’ ‘ability to monitor and plan their own methods of linguistic processing’ (1992:13) which is akin to Bialystok’s control. What is common to both is the notion that metalinguistic activity involves both recognising and identifying patterns of language use, and being able to regulate one’s own language use and language choices. This seems particularly salient in the context of writing, which is so actively engaged in decision-making.

One key way analysis is represented is in learners’ talk about their writing, often referred to as ‘metatalk’ or metalinguistic discussion (Storch, 2008). This talk can be supported by a specific metalanguage – the language of grammatical, literary, genre or process terminology. Thus, metatalk can provide a valuable window into students’ use of metalanguage, particularly their ‘regulatory processes’ during the talk (e.g. Williams, 2005). The benefit of talk in an instructional context is that can make learning visible and knowledge accessible, and the process of verbalising may support emerging metalinguistic understanding. However, metalinguistic discussions can occur without the use of explicit metalinguistic terminology. Gutierrez (2008), in the context of collaborative writing in a second language, demonstrates how verbalised interactions around a shared writing task can be realised through the use of grammatical metalanguage, where ‘attention to language is directly observable in [the student’s] words’ or without grammatical metalanguage, where there is ‘no explicit reference to language’ (2008:521). In this way a distinction is made between metalinguistic understanding characterised by use of metalanguage, for example:

- I used the passive voice here because it makes it sound more objective.
- I don’t think the resolution works: it is a bit too dramatic.

And metalinguistic understanding revealed through talk, but without metalanguage, for example:

- By putting that information at the start, I have drawn attention to it.
- I don’t like the way it ends.

Central to this observation are the differing interpretations of the term ‘metalanguage’ within the disciplinary domains of psychology and linguistics. The psychological view of metalanguage focuses upon language which reveals thinking about language, whereas the linguistic view refers to specialist terminology used to describe language. It is important, then, to investigate the nature of metalanguage used by learners from both disciplinary perspectives to understand the precise role of grammatical knowledge in metalinguistic understanding and writing development.

Implicit and explicit (meta) knowledge
This discussion of the role of metalanguage and grammatical knowledge in metalinguistic understanding of writing naturally segues into another area where theorisations seem contradictory or conceptually muddled. That is, the distinction between explicit and implicit, or tacit, knowledge. It has long been understood that knowledge can be explicit or implicit, and this distinction is often associated with other binary pairs: procedural-declarative; conscious-unconscious; verbalizable-non verbalizable; direct-indirect tests; automatic-voluntary control and so on. Implicit, or tacit, knowledge is usually deemed to be inaccessible (Kirsh 1991) or non-verbalizable. We have implicit knowledge of how to stand up without falling over but we cannot explain how we do it. Likewise, speakers of their first language know a myriad of grammar rules implicitly such as word order in English but cannot explain them explicitly. In contrast, explicit knowledge is accessible, therefore it is available for reasoning and examination. So, for example, we may have explicit
knowledge of how to make a cake and can explain it to someone else, or we may have explicit knowledge of what a relative clause is and can explain it to someone else.

In terms of knowledge, the categorizations of implicit and explicit seem reasonably clear. However, it is less clear when metalinguistic knowledge is the theoretical focus. Theoretical studies tend to make binary distinctions between explicit and implicit metalinguistic knowledge and conceive of these as significant in metalinguistic development. For Gombert (1992), epilingualistic or implicit knowledge precedes metalinguistic knowledge. Implicit knowledge includes unconscious knowledge of grammar rules and marks language activities where it is evident that certain linguistic capacities have been mastered but cannot yet be articulated: ‘explicit manifestations of a functional awareness of the rules of the organization or use of language’ (1992:13). In the context of writing, such implicit knowledge would govern the use of syntactical structures in a sentence which a writer could not explicitly name; and it might include using literary conventions, such as metaphor, or genre conventions such as the formulaic ‘Once upon a time...’ opening to a fairytale, without being able to consciously note or reflect on these choices. To an extent, the implicit-explicit binary in metalinguistic knowledge is closely aligned to unconscious or conscious control.

However, the ‘meta’ prefix can be problematic. If you have explicit knowledge of what a verb is, for example, then at the same time, you also have ‘meta’-knowledge about language. Despite Gombert’s very clear emphasis on unconscious epilingualistic activity and conscious metalinguistic activity, he nonetheless describes epilingualistic as ‘unconscious metalinguistic activity’ (1992:10). Gombert also argues that all ‘awareness’, by definition, must be ‘meta’, and he distinguishes between what he conceives of as spontaneous and automated awareness which is different from conscious awareness and reflectiveness. In similar vein, Masny (1987) considers metalinguistic awareness as implicit knowledge, whereby a learner can produce accurate stretches of language without declarative knowledge of the rules and processes used to produce it. These various conceptualisations do raise significant theoretical questions about whether any ‘meta’ activity can be unconscious, and if unconscious or automated activities can be deemed ‘meta, what the distinction is between linguistic knowledge and metalinguistic knowledge.

Another conceptual issue related to implicit and explicit metaknowledge concerns verbalizability. Several authors, including Roehr (2008), see implicit knowledge as ‘knowledge that cannot be brought into awareness or articulated’ (2008:179). In contrast, she sees explicit metalinguistic knowledge as ‘declarative knowledge that can be brought into awareness and that is potentially available for verbal report’. In other words, the capacity to articulate becomes a key marker of the explicitness of that knowledge. But Camps and Milian (1999) propose a more finely nuanced theorisation of explicit metalinguistic knowledge. They discriminate firstly between verbalizable and non-verbalizable knowledge, defining non-verbalizable knowledge as procedural knowledge which learners can activate in writing without being able to verbally explain it. Of course, this procedural knowledge would be ascribed as implicit by Gombert and Kirsh because it is not conscious. However, there is some support for Camps and Milian’s argument: Chen and Jones (2013), working with Australian primary children, found that there are students who know, consciously, what they are doing but struggle to articulate it. Camps and Milian also distinguish between verbalizable knowledge which uses everyday language and that which uses precise metalanguage. This is in harmony with the point made earlier that writers can reveal metalinguistic understanding without use of metalanguage.

Camps and Milian’s attribution of procedural knowledge as explicit foregrounds the final conceptual issue we would like to discuss under the umbrella of explicit and implicit boundaries, namely how the concepts of procedural and declarative knowledge relate to metalinguistic understanding in writing. Gombert includes within his conceptualization of explicit metalinguistic knowledge, both declarative knowledge, and
procedural knowledge: declarative knowledge belong the knowledge of and ability to state rules and principles, whilst procedural knowledge is the ability to put this knowledge into action (1992:191). In the context of writing, the difference between declarative knowledge and procedural knowledge is important and parallels Bialystok’s notions of analysis and control: effective metalinguistic knowledge needs to be enacted in the production of a written text. Moreover, Gombert suggests that ‘we think that declarative knowledge precedes metalinguistic control and the application of this knowledge’ (1992:191) on the basis that we cannot use knowledge we do not have. However, it may be possible to use implicit knowledge procedurally. We know that there is a strong relationship between reading and writing, and that students who are keen readers often draw on their reading experiences in the shaping of written texts (refs) but this may not be available as declarative metaknowledge, or consciously used. Van Lier argues that ‘conscious control of language is more truly manifested in linguistic performance than in talking about linguistic performance’ (1998:132), signalling the significance of procedural knowledge in writing, but he does not acknowledge that all linguistic performance may not be subject to conscious control. The act of writing is governed by both implicit knowledge and automated processes. Automated processes are those processes which were once foregrounded in consciousness, such as letter shaping, spelling, and punctuation, but also what Hayes and Flower (1980; 1981) called ‘stored writing plans’, where familiarity with a particular form of writing, such as a letter, means the writer no longer needs to think about the form and structure. Automation in writing is an acquired skill which develops with growing competence and experience, but all automated activities can be intentionally monitored if necessary ie brought from unconscious into conscious control. So a writer may at a given point be concerned about the choice of particular word, or the phrasing of a particular sentence, thus drawing an automated process into consciousness. It seems likely that procedural metalinguistic knowledge is crucial to regulating these transitions between conscious and unconscious activity.

Thus, there remains a salient question concerning the directionality of development. Does epilinguistic knowledge necessarily precede metalinguistic knowledge, or can metalinguistic knowledge which through practice and experience become epilinguistic through automation? Explicit teaching of a particular linguistic pattern in writing may represent new metalinguistic knowledge, consciously manipulated at first, but later becomes automated, part of a linguistic repertoire. Does declarative knowledge precede metalinguistic control as Gombert suggests, and what is the relationship between analysis and control? In writing it seems very likely that writers may be able to make metalinguistic choices without the declarative knowledge to name those choices. The binary distinction between implicit and explicit, between analysis and control, and between declarative and procedural, so evident in the literature may be insufficiently nuanced to describe students’ metalinguistic development in writing.

This paper has offered an analysis of the conceptual field of metalinguistic development in relation to writing, especially beyond the early years. It has highlighted the paucity of research in this precise area, and has demonstrated how reliance on the evidence from oral or bilingual development does not suffice when writing is being considered. Two points in particular are of note in this respect. Firstly, writing, unlike language acquisition, is by definition always metalinguistic in some way, because every act of writing requires some decision-making about language and the communication of meaning. Secondly, unlike oral development which occurs naturally through social interaction, writing is a learned process, and has to be taught: thus a particular issue is the role of the teacher in supporting the development of metalinguistic understanding. The paper has also drawn attention to the various taxonomies used to describe metalinguistic development and argues that none provide an adequate or appropriately clear description of metalinguistic activity in writing. Thus, in the future, it is important to address these questions through a systematic analysis of what metalinguistic knowledge and understanding students become increasingly
aware of, able to talk about, and use in their writing across different years of schooling, and the role of teachers in securing this.
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